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We introduce a definition of the electromagnetic chirality of an object and show that it has an upper bound.
Reciprocal objects attain the upper bound if and only if they are transparent for all the fields of one
polarization handedness (helicity). Additionally, electromagnetic duality symmetry, i.e., helicity preservation
upon interaction, turns out to be a necessary condition for reciprocal objects to attain the upper bound.We use
these results to provide requirements for the design of such extremal objects. The requirements can be
formulated as constraints on the polarizability tensors for dipolar objects or on the material constitutive
relations for continuous media. We also outline two applications for objects of maximum electromagnetic
chirality: a twofold resonantly enhanced and background-free circular dichroism measurement setup, and
angle-independent helicity filtering glasses. Finally, we use the theoretically obtained requirements to guide
the design of a specific structure, which we then analyze numerically and discuss its performance with respect
to maximal electromagnetic chirality.
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I. INTRODUCTION
An object is chiral if it cannot be superimposed onto its
mirror image. This simple definition hides significant
problems that arise when attempting to measure chirality
[1]. Quantifying how chiral an object is the purpose of
scalar measures of chirality, which vanish only for achiral
objects and assign the same value to an object and its mirror
image [2,3]. There are many different scalar measures of
chirality [3], but none of them allows us to sort general
objects according to their chirality or to establish what a
maximally chiral object is [4] in an unambiguous way.
Independently of these measurement problems, chirality
is entrenched in nature: from the lack of mirror symmetry
of some interactions among fundamental particles [5], to its
ubiquitous presence in chemistry and biology. Chirality is
studied in very diverse scientific disciplines. One of them is
the interaction of chiral matter with electromagnetic fields,
which started two centuries ago [6] and still attracts
significant attention from both its theoretical and practical
sides (e.g., Refs. [7–39]). The lack of upper bounds and
unambiguous ranking for the magnitude of chirality is a
handicap for both theoretical and practical developments.
In particular, it is a handicap for the systematic design of
chiral structures for interaction with the electromagnetic
field. These ambiguities leave us unable to compare
different structures and without an extremal reference to
design towards. Additionally, it leaves us with no other
design guidelines besides chirality itself. We show that,
under a different definition of chirality, chirality upper
bounds exist and are attained when objects meet extra
requirements. These requirements allow us to significantly
narrow down the design parameter space.
In this article, and in the spirit of Ref. [40], we shift
the focus from a geometrical definition of chirality to a
definition that is based on the interaction with the field. We
introduce a definition of the electromagnetic chirality of an
object based on how it interacts with fields of different
polarization handedness (helicity). Our definition can be
stated in the following way: An electromagnetically chiral
object is one for which all the information obtained from
experiments using a fixed incident helicity cannot be
obtained using the opposite one. The various electromag-
netic chirality measures arising from this definition take the
form of relativistically invariant distances. We then select a
particular measure, which can be singled out on physical
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grounds. We show that the electromagnetic chirality of an
object has an upper bound. The upper bound is equal to the
square root of the total interaction cross section of the
object. Our definition allows the absolute ranking of objects
according to their electromagnetic chirality. We show that
any object that is transparent to all fields of one helicity
attains the upper bound: It is maximally electromagneti-
cally chiral. For reciprocal objects, the implication goes in
the other way as well: All maximally electromagnetically
chiral and reciprocal objects are transparent to all fields
of one helicity. Additionally, we show that any maximally
electromagnetically chiral and reciprocal object must have
electromagnetic duality symmetry; i.e., interaction does not
change the helicity of the incident fields. We then particu-
larize these results to obtain the constraints that reciprocity
plus maximum electromagnetic chirality impose on
material constitutive relations, and on the polarizability
tensor of an isolated scatterer. These constraints are precise
requirements for the design of maximally electromagneti-
cally chiral objects. Electromagnetic duality symmetry is
one of them. We then discuss two possible applications
for maximally electromagnetically chiral objects: a twofold
resonantly enhanced, circular dichroism setup, and angle-
independent helicity filtering glasses. Finally, we numeri-
cally analyze the specific design of an object whose
properties come close to those of a maximally electromag-
netically chiral object in a narrow frequency band. The
analysis and results contained in this article apply to linear
interactions with finite cross sections.
II. SETTING
We start with a brief introduction of the setting, and the
mathematical tools and notation that we use. The setting
is depicted in Fig. 1, where an object interacts with an
incident field and produces a scattered field and/or absorbs
part of the incident energy. We assume linear interaction
and finite cross sections. This setting is conveniently
treated in the framework of linear operators in Hilbert
spaces and Dirac’s “hbraj” “jketi” notation [41]. There, the
fields are vectors in the Hilbert space of transverse solutions
of Maxwell’s equations. The effect of the object is
described by its interaction operator S, which we take to
be the nontrivial part of the scattering operator ~S ¼ I þ S
(see Sec. 6.4 of Ref. [42]). The identity term in ~S accounts
for the portion of the incident field that does not interact
with the object, and S is proportional to the system transfer
operator T [a.k.a. T matrix [43]; see Eq. (2.7.20) of
Ref. [44]]: S ¼ 2T. The interaction operator S contains
both scattering and absorption information. For example, in
Fig. 1, a far-field detector at solid angular position Ω
provides information about the projection of the scattered
field on the corresponding plane wave, i.e., the scattering
coefficient hΩjSjΦini, where hΩj is a plane wave and
hΨjΓi the scalar product of jΨi and jΓi. Besides far-field
scattering, the interaction operator S also models near-field
interactions [45–47] and absorption by the object. It
contains all the information that can be obtained from
the object by means of its interaction with transverse
electromagnetic fields. We take S as the only relevant
representation of the object and define its electromagnetic
chirality through the properties of S with respect to the
helicity of the fields. The fundamental properties of helicity
make it suitable for discussing chiral interactions, as is done
in particle physics [48].
III. USING HELICITY TO CHARACTERIZE
INTERACTIONS WITH CHIRAL MATTER
The helicity operator is the projection of the total angular
momentum vector operator onto the linear momentum
vector operator direction [see Sec. 8.4.1 of Ref. [49] and
Eq. (57) of Ref. [50]],
Λ ¼ J · PjPj : ð1Þ
For classical electromagnetic fields in the complex nota-
tion, helicity has two possible eigenvalues: λ ∈ f1;−1g. The
eigenstates of helicity are the Riemann-Silberstein linear
combinations [51,52] G ¼ ð1=
ffiffiffi
2
p ÞðE iZHÞ, with Z the
medium impedance, so that
FIG. 1. Interaction in the Hilbert space of transverse Maxwell
fields. An incident field jΦini interacts with an object, charac-
terized by its interaction operator S, and produces a scattered field
jΦouti ¼ SjΦini. A detector like the one in the bottom right corner
of the figure obtains information about the field scattered through
the solid angle Ω: fðhΩjΦoutiÞ ¼ fðhΩjSjΦiniÞ, where hΨjΓi is
the scalar product of the two vectors jΨi and jΓi. The interaction
operator S also describes absorption and near-field illumination
and/or measurement.





p ¼ ðE iZHÞffiffiffi
2
p ¼ G: ð2Þ
Equation (2) can be derived [53] from Maxwell’s curl
equations and the representation of the helicity operator for
monochromatic fields of frequency ω ¼ kc, which reads
Λ≡ ½ð∇×Þ=k. Equation (2) is valid in general, including in
the near-fields around scattering objects. The chiral char-
acter of near fields can be readily determined by means of
the two Riemann-Silberstein helicity eigenstates. We now
show their connection to the optical chirality density [9,55].
We start from a monochromatic electromagnetic field
around some scattering object ½EωðrÞ;HωðrÞ. After express-
ing it in the Riemann-Silberstein basis ½EωðrÞ;HωðrÞ→
½GωþðrÞ;Gω−ðrÞ, we consider the following space-dependent
quantity:
κωðrÞ ¼ jGωþðrÞj2 − jGω−ðrÞj2; ð3Þ
that is, the difference between the pointwise intensities
of the two helicity eigenvectors. The quantity κωðrÞ
completely determines the optical chirality density [9,55],
defined as
CωðrÞ ¼ − ϵω
2
ImfEωðrÞ†BωðrÞg; ð4Þ
where ϵ is the permittivity of the surrounding medium. It can




The optical chirality density is nowadays widely
employed [57] to discuss the chiral character of the
near fields around scatterers, and the coupling of chiral
molecules and dipoles to such near fields (e.g.,
Refs. [9,15,21,32]). Equation (5) confirms the suitability
of the helicity formalism for describing chiral near-field
interactions.
Helicity can also be understood in operational terms in
the momentum (plane-wave) representation. An electro-
magnetic field is an eigenstate of helicity with eigenvalue
þ1ð−1Þ if and only if all the plane waves in its decom-
position are left- (right-) handed polarized with respect to
their corresponding momentum vectors, in which case
G−ðGþÞ is zero at all points. The decomposition can
contain both propagating and evanescent plane waves [60].
For massless fields, the helicity operator commutes with
all the transformations of the Poincaré group, i.e., space
and time translations, spatial rotations, and boosts. It is a
relativistic invariant of the field. Additionally, it commutes
with the time-inversion operator. None of these operations
flips the helicity eigenvalues of the states it acts on.
Crucially, helicity flips only with spatial inversion trans-
formations: λ → −λ after parity, mirror reflections, and
rotation-reflections. Helicity is hence a spatial pseudoscalar
in the Poincaré group extended with space and time
inversion.
These properties have already enabled the connection
between material chirality and optical helicity [9–11,16],
and the discovery of the fundamental role of helicity
preservation in optical activity [61–63].
As an operator, helicity is the generator of the electro-
magnetic duality transformation [64]. The relationship
between helicity and duality is the same as, for example,
angular momentum and rotations. A dual symmetric
scatterer preserves the helicity of the fields interacting
with it; i.e., it does not couple states of opposite polari-
zation handedness. The conditions for duality symmetry of
a scatterer in the macroscopic Maxwell’s equations [66,67]
and in the dipolar approximation [67,68] are known.
The use of helicity and duality for the study and engineer-




Let us consider the electromagnetic interaction operator
S of an object. We choose a basis for transverse Maxwell
fields jηλi, where helicity is used as the polarization label
(λ ∈ f1;−1g) and η is a collective index containing the
other three defining numbers [70]. We can then consider the
partial operators Sþþ, S−þ, Sþ− , and S−−. Each Sλ̄λ acts on input
states jηλi of helicity λ ∈ f1;−1g and produces output
states hλ̄ η̄ j of helicity λ̄ ∈ f1;−1g.
We define the object to be electromagnetically achiral if
and only if there exist four unitary operators U1, V1, U2,
and V2 that commute with the helicity operator and satisfy
hþη̄jSþþjηþi ¼ h−η̄jU1S−−V†1jη−i;
h−η̄jS−þjηþi ¼ hþη̄jU2Sþ−V†2jη−i; ð6Þ
for all ðη; η̄Þ.
Conversely, we define the object to be electromagneti-
cally chiral when its electromagnetic interaction operator
never meets Eq. (6).
Any composition of boosts, rotations, translations,
and time inversion is an example of a helicity-preserving
unitary operator.
We point out that Eq. (6) says that, for an electromag-
netically achiral object, all the information that can be
obtained from experiments using only one input helicity
can also be obtained from experiments using the opposite
helicity. This is not the case for electromagnetically chiral
objects.
The common geometrical definition of chirality is a
particular case of our definition of electromagnetic chiral-
ity. The nonsuperimposability of an object with its mirror
image implies that after S is transformed [72] by a mirror
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operator S → MSM−1, no arbitrary sequence of a rotation R
and a translation T can undo the change:
MSM−1 ≠ ðTRÞSðTRÞ−1 for all T; R: ð7Þ
Conversely, for an achiral object, there exists at least a TR
such that
MSM−1 ¼ ðTRÞSðTRÞ−1: ð8Þ
It can be shown [73] that Eq. (8) leads to a particular case of
Eq. (6) with Ui=Vi restricted to rotations and translations.
Besides rotations and translations, the proposed definition
of electromagnetic chirality allows for other kinds of
transformations as well. Notably, the relativistic invariance
of electromagnetic helicity allows for Ui and Vi to contain
boosts. Consequently, our definition of electromagnetically
(a)chiral objects is relativistically invariant. Furthermore,
the possibility that Ui and Vi do not represent the same
operators is also allowed and can be interpreted in Eq. (6) as
different input and measurement basis changes.
For the purpose of brevity, we will often use the prefix
“em-” from now on. For example, we will write em-chiral
instead of electromagnetically chiral.
A. Scalar electromagnetic chirality measures
The proposed definition has an implication that allows
the use of the singular-value decomposition to define
measures of em-chirality, i.e., measures of how em-chiral
an object is. The singular-value decomposition of a com-
plex matrix A always exists, meaning that A can always be
written as
A ¼ BDC†; ð9Þ
where B and C are unitary matrices and D is a diagonal
matrix made of real numbers dl such that dl ≥ 0 and
d1 ≥ d2 ≥ d3…. The same decomposition exists for com-
pletely continuous operators (see Chap. II, Sec. 3 of
Ref. [74]), which can be represented by complex matrices
of infinite dimension. The interaction operator S is com-
pletely continuous. Our initial assumption of finite cross
section guarantees this property (see Chap. 8.6 of Ref. [75]).
Consider the submatrices of coefficients
Mλ̄λ ≡ hλ̄ η̄ jSjηλi for all ðη; η̄Þ: ð10Þ
Let us denote by σðAÞ the column vector containing the
singular values of matrix A in nonincreasing order, and












which contain the singular values of the two submatrices
corresponding to each input helicity.
The implication of Eq. (6) for em-achiral objects is that
the singular values of Mþþ and M−− are equal, and the
singular values of M−þ and Mþ− are equal [76]. This is not
the case for em-chiral objects. The definition of Eq. (6) is
hence equivalent to saying that an object is electromagnetic
achiral if and only if vþ ¼ v−. If vþ ≠ v−, the object is
electromagnetically chiral. In light of this, any definition of
a scalar em-chirality measure jχj should be based on a
distance function between vþ and v−,
jχj ¼ dðvþ; v−Þ: ð12Þ
The properties of distance functions ensure that jχj is real
and non-negative and is zero only for em-achiral objects. It
is also clear that jχj is invariant under any transformation by
unitary matrices since the singular values remain invariant.
The transformations include the matrix representations
of translations, rotations, boosts, time inversion, and also
parity. The latter flips both the input and output helicities
and therefore the two vectors v → v∓, which, thanks to
dðvþ; v−Þ ¼ dðv−; vþÞ, leaves jχj unchanged. We conclude
that jχj is relativistically invariant and that it behaves
as a scalar chirality measure as defined, e.g., in Ref. [2].




There are many ways of defining the distance between
the two vectors in Eq. (12), but there is a physical reason for
selecting a particular one.
When an incident state jηλi interacts with an object and a
measurement of the scattering into a different state hλ̄ η̄ j
is made, the number of “clicks” or the intensities at the
detector are proportional to the square of the absolute value
of the corresponding coefficient: jhλ̄ η̄ jSjηλij2. Let us






jhλ̄ η̄ jSjηλij2: ð13Þ
This quantity can be understood as the total interaction
cross section of the object. It is a measure of the overall
coupling between the object and the electromagnetic field,
including both scattering and absorption. It can be shown
[78] that
Cint ¼ ðvþÞTvþ þ ðv−ÞTv−; ð14Þ
where T means transposition. The total interaction cross
section is the sum of the interaction cross sections that the
object presents to each input helicity:
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Cþint ¼ ðvþÞTvþ; C−int ¼ ðv−ÞTv−: ð15Þ
We see that the total interaction cross section is the sum
of the squared Euclidean norms of vþ and v−. We hence
select the Euclidean norm [79] to compute jχj:
jχj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi








Since a particular norm can be chosen on physical
grounds, we can establish an absolute ordering of objects
with respect to their em-chirality using Eq. (16).
We now reach some notable results: With the definition
of Eq. (16), the electromagnetic chirality of an object is
upper bounded. All objects that are transparent for fields of
one helicity achieve the upper bound: They are maximally
electromagnetically chiral. If the object is reciprocal, the
implication also goes the other way: All maximally em-
chiral reciprocal objects are transparent to fields of one
helicity. Additionally, all maximally em-chiral reciprocal
objects preserve helicity upon interaction, i.e., have electro-
magnetic duality symmetry.
In order to show all this, we start by fixing a given










Since the elements of v are all real and non-negative,
the term ðvþÞTv− is always greater than or equal to zero. It








It also follows that the upper bound is attained if and only if
ðvþÞTv− ¼ 0, which means [Eq. (11)]
0 ¼ σðMþþÞTσðM−−Þ þ σðM−þÞTσðMþ−Þ: ð19Þ
We now exploit that the elements of σðAÞ are real, greater
than or equal to zero, and sorted in nonincreasing order to
obtain two conclusions. The first one is that Eq. (19) is only
met when both terms in the sum are simultaneously zero
because each individual term is greater than or equal to zero.
The second one is that, for a given term to be zero, at least
one of the two matrices involved must be null because at
least one of the two involved vectors of singular values,
whose elements are nonincreasing, must contain only zeros.
Objects that are transparent to one of the helicities of the
field always meet Eq. (19) and are hence always maximally
em-chiral. This is clear from the conditions of transparency
to one helicity: Either Mþþ ¼ M−þ ¼ 0 or M−− ¼ Mþ− ¼ 0.
The converse is not necessarily true. The following two
cases meet Eq. (19) but are not transparent to one helicity:
ðMþþ ¼ 0;M−þ ≠ 0;M−− ≠ 0;Mþ− ¼ 0Þ;
ðMþþ ≠ 0;M−þ ¼ 0;M−− ¼ 0;Mþ− ≠ 0Þ: ð20Þ
Using the two conclusions above, it is easy to see that these
are the only cases of maximally em-chiral objects that are
not transparent to one helicity. We now show that both
cases violate reciprocity and, hence, that any reciprocal
maximally em-chiral object must be necessarily transparent
to one helicity.
In the basis of plane waves with well-defined momentum
p and helicity λ, the reciprocity condition [Eq. (2.22) of
Ref. [80]] results in the following relationships between
input and output states [81]:
hλ̄ p̄ jSjpλi ¼ hλ − pjSj − p̄λ̄i: ð21Þ
Equation (21) means, in particular, that
hþp̄jSjp−i ¼ h− − pjSj − p̄þi: ð22Þ
Therefore, if the object is reciprocal, M−þ ¼ 0 ⟺
Mþ− ¼ 0, which holds independently of the choice of basis.
The two cases in Eq. (20) violate this condition and must
hence be nonreciprocal.
Finally, we observe that reciprocal, maximally em-chiral
objects must meet M−þ ¼ Mþ− ¼ 0. This condition is the
definition of helicity preservation and is equivalent to the
statement that the object has electromagnetic duality
symmetry. We have reached the conclusion that all max-
imally em-chiral reciprocal objects are necessarily dual
symmetric. Duality is hence a requirement for reciprocal
objects to be maximally em-chiral objects.
We have proved all the previously announced results,
which we summarize here.
























It is worth mentioning that reciprocal interaction does
not need to be lossless and that, when it is, time-reversal
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invariance is automatically fulfilled. These results have a
notable parallelism with portions of the chiral electroweak
theory in the standard model of high energy physics, where
only left chiral fermions interact via the weak force, the
interaction is unitary (lossless), and time reversal is a good
symmetry (see Sec. 3.3.1 of Ref. [48]).
When there are material losses, the scattering operator
~S ¼ I þ S is not unitary. The total absorption cross section
for each input helicity λ can be computed as






Figure 2 depicts the different behaviors that a
general object and a reciprocal maximally em-chiral object
have with respect to their interaction with fields of pure
helicity.
We now discuss reciprocity together with maximum
em-chirality in the macroscopic equations and in the
dipolar approximation.
A. Constraints in polarizability tensors
and constitutive relations
For an object embedded in an isotropic and homo-
geneous medium with permittivity and permeability
ðϵs; μsÞ, the conditions of transparency to one helicity
and reciprocity [Eq. (5.5–17) of Ref. [82]] restrict the
















reciprocity : ϵ¼ ϵT; μ¼ μT; χT ¼−γ;
transparency to helicity þ1∶ ϵ¼ iχ; μ¼−iγ;
transparency to helicity −1∶ ϵ¼−iχ; μ¼ iγ: ð25Þ
Each of the ðϵ; μ; χ; γÞ is a 3 × 3 tensor. The boxed equations
for transparency to one helicity are readily reached by








and nulling the appropriate column of 3 × 3 blocks for




























As expected, the first line in Eq. (25), plus any of the
other two, implies duality symmetry [66,67]: ϵ ¼ μ,
χ ¼ −γ. This forces b and b̄ in Eq. (26) to be equal to
zero. In the end, the only freedom left in a maximally
em-chiral reciprocal object is a symmetric 3 × 3 complex
tensor and the choice of transparency to the þ1 (upper
signs) or −1 (lower signs) helicity:
ϵ ¼ ϵT ¼ μ ¼ iχ ¼ ∓iγ: ð27Þ
In the field of metamaterials, effective constitutive rela-
tions are obtained from the joint response of an ensemble of
electromagnetically small objects. The response of a small
enough object is approximately determined by its induced
electric (d) and magnetic (m) dipolar response,
FIG. 2. Interaction of a general object (a) and a reciprocal
maximally em-chiral object (b) with fields of pure helicity 1.
Fields of helicity þ1 are blue and marked with a “þ.” Fields of
helicity −1 are red and marked with a “−.” Incoming fields are
drawn as bulletlike shapes and scattered fields as clouds sur-
rounding the scatterers. A general object interacts with and mixes
both helicities (a). For reciprocal objects (b), maximal electro-
magnetic chirality occurs if and only if the object is transparent to
one helicity. It also implies that the object preserves helicity upon
interaction: The scattered field has the same helicity as the
incident field. The object hence must have electromagnetic
duality symmetry.















The same kind of analysis that led us to Eq. (27) leads to
a similar result. The reciprocity conditions for polarizability
tensors have the same form as in Eq. (25) [83].
Transparency to one helicity can be imposed by changing
the fields as before and changing the dipoles to the
combinations ðd im=cÞ= ffiffiffi2p . These combinations radiate
fields of single helicity content (see Sec. 2.4.3 of Ref. [69]).
Again, reciprocity plus transparency to one helicity implies
(dipolar) duality (αdE ¼ ϵsαmH, αmE ¼ −αdH=μs), and the
final result is
αdE ¼ αTdE ¼ ϵsαmH ¼ iαdH=Zs ¼ ∓iμsαmE=Zs: ð29Þ
We note that the findings in Ref. [13], obtained for the
particular case of planar circuits, are consistent with our
results.
The conditions in Eq. (29) describe maximally em-chiral
dipolar objects that do not couple to one of the helicity
components of the field G. This zero coupling is
independent of whether ðE;HÞ are far fields in the
radiation zone or near fields around a scatterer.
VI. APPLICATIONS
Before discussing two practical applications of maxi-
mally em-chiral reciprocal objects, we highlight two
remarkable benefits of using helicity to treat the polariza-
tion of the field (see Sec. 2.9 of Ref. [69]), which we will
exploit.
First, helicity commutes with rotations and translations.
This means that after rotating and displacing a helicity-
preserving object, it remains helicity preserving. This is not
the case if one uses a different description of the polari-
zation. For example, an object with parity-inversion sym-
metry, like a sphere, preserves the parity of the fields
interacting with it when located in the origin of coordinates.
After a displacement, the multipoles of different parity will
mix with each other upon scattering.
Second, helicity preservation and transparency to one
helicity are properties that do not depend on whether one
considers the near-, intermediate-, or far-field zones. At the
root of this property lies the fact that, for a field of pure
helicity, one of the two combinations E iZH in Eq. (2) is
equal to zero at all spacetime points. For example, the field
scattered off a dual symmetric object upon illumination
with a general field of helicity λ (Gλ ≠ 0) has zero
component of helicity −λ (G−λ ¼ 0) in any field zone.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1 of Ref. [54] for the near fields.
Different dual symmetric objects are illuminated with a
field of λ ¼ þ1. The numerical solution of Maxwell’s
equations show that the fields at a distance of about 1/30th
of the wavelength away from the objects have zero intensity
of the λ ¼ −1 component. Similarly, an otherwise arbi-
trarily complex near field of pure helicity will not excite an
object that is transparent to that helicity. This can be
deduced from the constraints for transparency and duality
symmetry in Sec. IVA. When expressed in the helicity
basis, the constitutive relations and polarizability tensors












which ensures a null response to E − iZH or Eþ iZH,
respectively. The null response is independent of whether
theE andH fields belong to the near-, intermediate-, or far-
field zones of the exciting source.
We now sketch two concept proposals for applications
of maximally em-chiral and reciprocal objects: enhanced
circular dichroism measurements of molecules and angle-
independent helicity filtering glasses.
A. Double resonantly enhanced circular
dichroism setup
Circular dichroism (CD) is used to distinguish between
the two enantiomeric forms of chiral molecules. This
distinction is particularly important for synthetic drug
production because the two enantiomers can have very
different effects. The weak response of the molecules
typically results in low sensitivity and/or long measurement
times. Geometrically chiral plasmonic structures featuring
strong scattered near fields upon external illumination are
being studied for enhancing the CD signal of the molecules
in their vicinity. This design principle has two important
drawbacks. One is that the near field of a general geomet-
rically chiral structure is not of pure helicity, even when the
external excitation is [see Fig. 2(a)]. The molecule is thus
illuminated by a field of mixed handedness which blurs the
CD measurement. The second drawback is that the plas-
monic structure itself produces a strong CD signal. We
argue that a double resonantly enhanced circular dichroism
setup can be designed by placing two resonant maximally
em-chiral reciprocal objects of opposite handedness close
to each other and that this scheme avoids the two afore-
mentioned problems.
Let us start by considering two maximally em-chiral
reciprocal objects of opposite handedness O and Ō.
Straightforward symmetry arguments show that if O is a
maximally em-chiral reciprocal object with a resonance for
helicity þ1, a suitable Ō can be obtained as the mirror
image ofO, which will be a maximally em-chiral reciprocal
object with a resonance at the same frequency as O but for
the opposite helicity.
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As previously discussed, if we place O and Ō close
together, they remain electromagnetically uncoupled, inde-
pendently of their relative orientation or separation. As a
result, illuminating the pair with light of a given helicity
does not produce any scattering of the opposite helicity. In
Fig. 3, a chiral molecule is in the vicinity of such a system.
The three panels show a sequence of events for illustration
purposes. In Fig. 3(a), an external field of well-defined
helicity λ ¼ 1 is incident on the system. The resonance inO
will illuminate the molecule with a strong field of pure
helicity λ ¼ 1. Assuming that the molecule is not dual
symmetric [84], the interaction will result in a weak field
containing both helicities, as depicted in Fig. 3(b). The
molecular field will excite both structures. In particular, the
portion with λ ¼ −1 will excite the resonance of Ō
producing a strong scattered field of λ ¼ −1 that can then
be measured by an apparatus that selects a single field
handedness [Fig. 3(c)]. The measured power of the λ ¼ −1
component depends on the helicity-flipping operator S−þ of
the molecule. We note that the measurement has been
enhanced by two resonant interactions of opposite helicity,
one in amplifying the illumination and one in amplifying
the field scattered by the molecule. The other half of the
circular dichroism measurement is obtained by changing
the helicity of the incident field and measurement appara-
tus. Chiral molecules have S−þ ≠ Sþ− , where the difference
depends on the magneto-electric part of their polarizability
tensors. The difference between the two measurements will
feature the twofold enhancement. The scheme is suitable
for distinguishing between the two enantiomeric forms of a
chiral molecule.
Finally, we note that the generation and measurement of
pure helicity modes in the collimated regime at optical
frequencies is straightforward and can be done with polar-
izers and quarter wave plates [71,85] and that microscope
objectives designed to meet the aplanatic approximation
preserve helicity (see Appendix C of Ref. [71]), which
makes them suitable as focusing and collecting lenses in the
proposed measurement scheme.
B. Angle-independent helicity-filtering glasses
A second application is helicity-filtering glasses.
For this purpose, we consider a slab of material containing
randomly arranged maximally em-chiral and reciprocal
particles with losses. For large enough slab thickness,
particle density, or losses, the slab will filter out one of
the helicities by absorption. The other helicity will pass
straight through. This behavior is independent of the
angle of incident of the field due to the orientation-
independent character of helicity preservation and
transparency. Two of these slabs made with particles that
are the mirror image of each other make suitable glasses
for viewing 3D projections, where the images destined for
each eye are encoded in the two circular polarizations
(see Fig. 4). The filtering ability of the glasses is indepen-
dent of the relative orientation between the user and the
projector. This is in sharp contrast to designs based
on the paraxial optical paradigm of “quarter wave
plate plus linear polarizer,” whose polarization discrimi-
nation degrades as the angle of incidence deviates from
normal.
FIG. 3. Double resonant enhancement for circular dichroism measurements. Panel (a): Two resonant maximally electromagnetically
chiral and reciprocal objects are placed close to each other. A chiral molecule is in their vicinity. The external illumination excites only
one of the objects, whose resonance illuminates the molecule with a strong field of the same helicity as the incident beam. Panel (b):
Upon illumination, the molecule produces a weak scattered field containing both helicities, which excite the two resonant objects. Panel
(c): The scattered field of helicity opposite to the initial one is measured. This field exists because of the presence of the molecule. The
other half of the circular dichroism measurement is obtained by interchanging the input and measured helicities. The final difference
features the two resonant enhancements of opposite helicity: one in illumination and one in the amplification of the field scattered by the
molecule.
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VII. NUMERICAL STUDY
In this final section, we study the em-chirality properties
of the double-turn silver helix depicted in the inset of Fig. 5.
The aim of the study is twofold. On the one hand, we use a
realistic object to illustrate two important ideas: Large em-
chirality needs duality symmetry, and large em-chirality is
possible in the presence of material absorption. On the
other hand, we show a realistic object which, in a narrow
frequency band, approaches the maximum em-chirality.
Our choice of structure is motivated by the geometrically
optimized helical antennas for circular polarization [86].
Notable properties of similar antennas have recently been
studied [87–89]. Under some approximations, the geomet-
rically optimized helical antennas can be shown to meet
the dipolar duality condition at their resonance frequency.
Additionally, they present largely different cross sections to
the two polarization handedness of plane waves with
momentum perpendicular to the helix axis. Instead of
using common approximations like thin helix wire or
restriction to dipolar scattering, we obtain the complete
interaction matrix at each frequency by using the permit-
tivity of silver from Ref. [90] and a technique similar to the
one described in Sec. 41 of Ref. [91]. Exact numerical
solutions of the Maxwell equations based on a finite-
element method allow us to obtain the T matrix of the helix,
which is related to the interaction operator [see Eq. (2.7.20)
of Ref. [44]] as S ¼ 2T. To obtain the geometrical
parameters of the helix, a first initial guess using
Ref. [86] is made. This is followed by a local tuning of
its major radius a and height b. The local tuning seeks to
maximize the difference between the scattering cross
sections that the helix presents to the two circular polar-
izations of a single plane wave. The plane wave has a
wavelength of 200 μm, and its momentum is perpendicular
to the helix axis. In this section, all the quantities are
computed from the interaction matrices and are implicitly
frequency (wavelength) dependent.
We now define two parameters that we use in the
analysis. Recalling the definition of Cint in Eq. (14), we
define the contrast Δ between the interaction cross sections











The contrast Δ ranges from −1 to 1 and is equal to zero
when the object presents the same interaction cross section
to both helicities. The measure of duality breakingD ranges
from 0 to 1. Zero means complete helicity preservation and
1 complete helicity flipping.





and Δ of the two-turn helix as a function of the wavelength
in vacuum. The maximum value of χ=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Cint
p ¼ 0.92 is
achieved near 200 μm. The figure illustrates the two
conditions needed for large em-chirality: large contrast
between the two helicity interaction cross sections and
small helicity change.




, measure of duality
breaking D, and contrast of helicity cross sections Δ for the two-




coincide with simultaneously large values of Δ and small values
of D. The dimensions of the helix are as follows: major radius
a ¼ 6.48 μm, height b ¼ 8.52 μm, and wire radius c ¼ 0.8 μm.
FIG. 4. Two slabs containing lossy maximally electromagneti-
cally chiral and reciprocal objects of opposite handedness. For
large enough slab thickness, particle density, or losses, each slab
filters out one of the helicities by absorption. The other one passes
right through. This behavior is independent of the angle of
incidence. The slabs can be used to design glasses for viewing 3D
projections where the images destined for each eye are encoded in
the two circular polarizations. The glasses would allow us to see
the 3D effect even at large angles from the perpendicular of the
projector.
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Figure 6 shows the interaction cross sections and the
ratio of the absorption to the interaction cross sections for
each input helicity. Interaction and absorption cross sec-
tions for each input helicity are defined in Eqs. (15) and
(23), respectively. The figure shows that large values
of em-chirality can be achieved in the presence of absorp-
tion losses. This is consistent with the fact that the
conditions in Eqs. (27) and (29) can be met by both lossy
and lossless objects. This possibility originates in the
use of reciprocity instead of time-reversal invariance in
Eq. (21), which avoids having to restrict the results to the
lossless case. The principle of reciprocity has recently been
used to obtain a theory of circular dichroism in planar
systems [20].
The same design procedure that we followed at 200 μm
produces significantly lower em-chirality values at higher





that we obtain is equal to 0.65. While the design
procedure that we used is not optimal, we take this as an
indication that a different strategy and/or materials may be
needed for maximizing em-chirality beyond the near infra-
red. As far as we know, objects with the desired properties
are not yet available at optical or near UV frequencies,
where they would be relevant for the two applications
sketched in Sec. VI. We hope that our contribution
increases the research in that direction. At optical frequen-
cies, one may consider the fashioning of structures out of
high-index dielectric spheres meeting the dipolar duality
condition. This strategy has recently been used to design an
object that exhibits optical activity in general scattering
directions [62]. As can be seen in Fig. 2(a) of Ref. [62], the
restriction to dipolar duality constrains the choice of the
sphere permittivity and radius to a narrow region in such
parameter space.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have defined the electromagnetic
chirality of an object based on how it interacts with fields
of different helicities (polarization handedness). The def-
inition leads to relativistically invariant scalar measures of
electromagnetic chirality. Physical considerations allow us
to choose a particular measure. We have shown that the
electromagnetic chirality of an object has an upper bound.
The upper bound is equal to the square root of the
interaction cross section of the object. Any object that is
transparent to all fields of one helicity attains the upper
bound: It is maximally electromagnetically chiral. For
reciprocal objects, the implication goes the other way as
well: Any maximally electromagnetically chiral and recip-
rocal object must be transparent to all fields of one helicity.
Additionally, any maximally electromagnetically chiral and
reciprocal object must have electromagnetic duality sym-
metry; i.e., it does not change the helicity of the fields
interacting with it. We have derived the restrictions that
these extremal objects must meet in two settings: the
dipolar approximation and the macroscopic Maxwell
equations. The restrictions in their polarizability tensors
or material constitutive relations are precise requirements
for the design of maximally electromagnetically chiral
objects. Electromagnetic duality symmetry is one of them.
We have sketched two applications that show that these
theoretical results also have practical value. Numerical
analysis shows that, at least in a narrow frequency band, a
realistic structure can come very close (92%) to being
maximally electromagnetically chiral even in the presence
of losses. The analysis is also an example of how the
theoretically obtained requirements can be used to guide a
practical design.
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